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PRODUCT  
GUARANTEE 

All Escali scales are  

manufactured to very high  

standards, and tested before 

they ship. Escali consumer 

scales carry a Lifetime Limited 

Warranty against defects, and 

professional scales feature a 

2-Year Professional Guarantee. 

See www.escali.com for  

more details.

WARRANTY



ESCALI: THE BRAND
Synthesizing contemporary design with unmatched accuracy, Escali scales are shaping the future  
of digital scales in home and professional settings. Offering a wide range of distinctive digital scales,  
the product line is globally recognized for precision measurement, useful features, smart styling and 
exceptional value. 
ESCALI SCALES
Escali Scales are tested by rigid military measurement standards – a process that contributes to an  
exceptionally low return rate. Backed by a lifetime limited warranty and 100–percent satisfaction  
guarantee, Escali products tip the scales in the customer’s favor. 
MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT:  ESCALI SMARTCONNECT
Escali SmartConnect technology features a mobile app that serves as a wireless collection point  
where the SmartConnect Body Scale and SmartConnect Kitchen Scale send data to be analyzed, 
graphed, compared and saved into a pair of Food and Body Journals. The Escali SmartConnect  
app is designed to keep users aware of their diet and how it may affect their body so they can make  
smart decisions and enjoy healthier lives. 
DESIGN EXCELLENCE
In 2014, Escali’s SmartConnect Body Scale was selected as ‘Best in Category’ in the Housewares  
Design Awards.  Entered alongside it was the SmartConnect Kitchen Scale where it placed as a  
‘Category Finalist,’ as did the Taso Mixing Bowl Scale in 2013. Escali products are often recognized  
for the excellent value they provide consumers, and have been selected multiple times as best buy  
by leading consumer magazines. 
SUPPORT & CUSTOMER SERVICE
Retail partnerships, reliable product availability and no minimum order quantities reflect Escali’s  
dedication to customer service. The company’s centrally located Minneapolis headquarters is staffed  
by a friendly, service-oriented team, which assures that retailers receive their shipments when and  
where they want it. 
ESCALI PROFESSIONAL SCALES
Escali is proud to offer its professional line of weight scales which include a two year warranty,  
100–percent satisfaction guarantee and even a selection of NSF certified models.

The Escali SMARTCONNECT™ Kitchen and Body scales connect to your  
mobile devices with Bluetooth® Low Energy technology. The setup process is 
easy. Simply press the pair button in the app for an instant connection.

Learn more about the Escali SMARTCONNECT™ App online:
www.escali.com/smartconnect

GET CONNECTED

Escali                                     App

Smartphone not included.

Escali SMARTCONNECT™ 
Body Scale

Escali SMARTCONNECT™ 
Kitchen Scale



 ARTI THE NEW STANDARD

 ARTI XL HIGH CAPACITY DIGITAL SCALE
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The Arti’s list of features is long and loaded with value.  
Its crisp and clear display, which is 50% larger than commonly  
found on a kitchen scale, sits between the user friendly  
touch sensitive controls and results in a single smooth glass surface.

>>   Measures up to 15 lb (7 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>   Single, smooth glass surface makes clean-up fast and easy

>>   Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb + oz)

>>   Display Hold feature: weight holds on screen when weighing large items

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium batteries included)

>>   Natural bamboo surface available (#ECO157)

157RR 157CN 157IB

157LG 157PP 157SY

157EB 157SS 157W

157OO 157DP 157PB

ECO157
(bamboo)

“ The smooth glass surface makes  
it really easy to clean.”

The Arti XL features an oversized platform and 22 pound capacity for  
weighing items larger and heavier than what most kitchen scales  
can handle.

>>   Measures up to 22 lb (10 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>   Touch sensitive controls

>>   Smooth glass surface for easy clean-up

>>   Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb + oz)

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium batteries included)

>>   Blue back-light display with Display Hold feature
#2210IB

“  The larger platform and capacity make it easier to prepare 
big batches of cookies.”

#157RR

Bamboo Surface #ECO157

KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES



 ARTI THE NEW STANDARD
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 VITRA GLASS ACT

 ALIMENTO THE WORKHORSE

The Escali Vitra comes with a tempered glass platform and  
enhanced qualities, including a timer and temperature feature. 

>>  Measures up to 11 lb (5 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>  Measures ounces, pounds + ounces, grams

>>  Removable tempered glass surface makes clean-up fast and easy

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (3—AAA batteries included)

>>  Kitchen timer, clock, thermometer and blue back light display included

The Escali Alimento series digital scales are equipped with 
highly accurate durable sensors and are perfect for kitchen, office  
and laboratory use. The scale features a removable stainless steel  
platform, a big display with blue back light and easy touch buttons.  

>>  Measures up to 13 lb (6 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>  Measures ounces, pounds + ounces and grams

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life

>>  Optional A/C wall adapter accessory available (1—9V battery included)

“    A professional scale for the no-nonsense  
professional.”

“    It’s a very attractive scale that I leave  
on my counter top.”

#115G

#136DK

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™
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The Escali SmartConnect™ Kitchen Scale sends weight  
measurements to the Escali SmartConnect™ app where  
it will analyze 35 nutrients from an enormous selection  
of food items, create a food journal and measure in cups  
and tablespoons.

>>   Transmit weight measurements to the Escali SmartConnect mobile app. 
List of compatible mobile devices: www.escali.com/smartconnect/devices

>>   Bluetooth® LE (Low Energy) wireless connectivity

>>   A smooth glass surface with touch sensitive controls make clean-up fast and easy

>>   Measures pounds, ounces and grams

>>   Tare: Reset the display to zero weight when items are on the scale

>>   Automatic shut-off ensures long battery life (3—AAA batteries included) 

>>   Capacity: 11 pounds (5000 grams)

>>  Graduation: 0.1 ounce (1 gram)

>>   Kitchen timer and blue back light display

                      KITCHEN SCALE WITH BLUETOOTH® LE

#SC115KS

Escali                                     App

The American Heart Association found 40% of all deaths in the United 

States are premature and caused by unhealthy lifestyles, with obesity a 

leading contributor. It is important to be proactive with portion control 

using an Escali scale to maintain a healthy, balanced diet.

PROACTIVE PORTION CONTROL

Learn more online:  
www.escali.com/smartconnect

Source: Franklin B, Brinks J, Harold F (2013). “Foundational Factor for Cardiovascular Disease: Behavior Change as a First-Line Preventive Strategy”, AmericanHeart.org

Smartphone not included.

“This is the future of kitchen scales.”

KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES
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 PASSO SOPHISTICATED STAINLESS STEEL

 ALTA EXTRA LARGE PLATFORM

A sleek, compact, multifunctional scale that measures liquids,  
and solids. Also has user friendly touch sensitive technology, and  
a crisp reverse LCD display to provide easier readings.

>>  Measures up to 22 lb (10 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>  Sleek and stylish design with modern stainless steel weighing surface

>>  Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb + oz)

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium batteries included)

>>  Crisp reverse LCD display improves visibility

A seamless blend of style and function, with user friendly  
touch sensitive technology that measures both liquids, and solids.

>>  Measures up to 22 lb (10 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>  Single, smooth glass surface makes clean-up fast and easy

>>  Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb + oz)

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium batteries included)

>>  Kitchen timer and thermometer included

“ The oversized platform and high 
capacity make it easy for me to bake 
large batches.”

“ I love how the stainless steel surface matches  
the rest of my kitchen appliances!”

#2210S

#2210G

                      KITCHEN SCALE WITH BLUETOOTH® LE

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



Rated best value by leading independent consumer magazine. The Primo line  

comes in 9 eye catching colors from the always popular Chrome to an eye pleasing 

Warm Red. These digital scales are economically priced and very easy to use with  

the two-button operation.

>>   Measures up to 11 lb (5 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>   Measures ounces, pounds + ounces, grams

>>   Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills

>>   Easy two-button operation

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—AA batteries included)

>>   Optional stainless steel accessory platform available
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Rated best value by leading  
independent consumer magazine.

2x

 PRIMO 2X CONSUMER BEST BUY

“    This is a  
fabulous  
scale. It’s  
compact,  
accurate and  
a snap to use.”

P115WR

P115C

P115CH

P115W

P115NB

P115M

P115PO

P115TG

P115SP

#P115WR

WEIGH FOR RELIABILITY

0.0

“I much prefer weighing ingredients to measuring them for baking. It is  

faster, easier and more reliable. Weighing is ideal to determine quantities 

when reducing liquids, which is always difficult to do by eye alone.”

Source: Rose Levy Beranbaum, Author of The Bread Bible and The Cake Bible. 

KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES
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 VERA PRECISION DIGITAL SCALE

 PICO/PICO HP POCKET PRECISION SCALES

“ The accuracy of the Vera helps 
me measure fine tea and spices!”

 PRIMO 2X CONSUMER BEST BUY

Pico and Pico HP’s smaller sizes allow for space saving and easy storage.  
Make a great nutritional scales in the kitchen for food portioning,  
for your office or for your hobbies. 

>>   Pico (N115S): Measures up to 11 lb (5 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments 
Pico HP (PR500S): Measures up to 500 g in 0.1 g (0.005 oz) increments

>>   Measures grams, pounds, ounces, pounds + ounces

>>   Small pocket sized design allows for space saving and easy storage

>>   Counting feature: counts large quantities of small items with accuracy

>>   Display Hold feature: weight holds on screen when weighing large items

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight  
of its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature: ensures long battery life  
(1 – 9V battery included)

“ Our cutest scale yet, but don’t be fooled by its size!”

#N115S

The Vera Precision Digital Scale balances precision increments with a relatively  
large 4.4 lb (2 kg) capacity to make for a versatile kitchen companion.  
The compact size allows for easy travel and storage.

>>   Measures up to 4.4 lb (2000 g) with increments of 0.01 oz (0 - 18 oz),  
0.1 oz (18 - 70 oz), or 0.1 g (0 - 500 g), 1 g (500 - 2000 g)

>>   High precision increments

>>   Compact & portable size

>>   Removable stainless steel platform

>>   Display & controls sealed for easy cleaning

>>   Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (oz, oz:lb, g)

>>   Tare feature: reset the display to zero weight when objects are on the scale

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2-AAA batteries)

#PR2000S

#PR500S

Pico retail CDU features  
12 units in 3 colors:
  (3) Black 
  (3) red   
  (6) silver

#N115-12

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



A cup is a cup, is a cup - but is it? Measuring cups can yield  
different results depending on the density of the ingredient and how  
the cook packs it. The Escali Pana scale solves this problem with accurate  
volume measurements in cups and tablespoons. 

>>   Measures up to 13 lb (6000 g)

>>   Measures in grams, ounces, pounds + ounces, cups + tablespoons

>>   Accurately measures in 1/8 cup, 1/2 tbsp, 0.1 ounce or 1 gram increments

>>   Removable stainless steel plate, makes clean-up fast and easy

>>   Switch between regular weighing mode and volume mode

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life

>>   Optional A/C wall adapter accessory available (1—9V battery included)

 PRONTO RECESSED FOR CONVENIENCE
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 PANA THE BAKER’S SCALE

#V136

“ I just made a batch of 
muffins and I didn’t  
have to measure out 
anything by hand.  
Great product!”

Do you ever wonder why your baked goods do not turn out the same  

every time? You may be sabotaging yourself with your measuring cup.   

Professional pastry chefs and bakers use digital scales to weigh ingredients 

for consistent results.

ACCURATE MEASURING

KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES
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 PRONTO RECESSED FOR CONVENIENCE

 AQUA TRUE LIQUID MEASURING

Make your scale an integrated part of your work space.  
Weigh as you work. This surface mounted scale with its oversized  
stainless steel platform will be a convenient tool for the kitchen pro. 

>>  Measures up to 11 lb (5000 g) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>   Scale is removable from counter insert for easy clean-up & maintenance

>>  Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb + oz)

>>  Display Hold feature: weight holds on screen when weighing large items

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of  
its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium  
batteries included)

“ I can quickly and accurately measure  
liquids by volume.”

“ It’s recessed into my workstation so 
it’s always there when I need it.”

 PANA THE BAKER’S SCALE

A multifunctional scale with unique features. Besides weighing  
in ounces or grams, you can easily measure your recipe ingredients in fluid  
ounces and milliliters. All liquids have their own density. With the Escali Aqua scale,  
you have the option to adjust for varying densities of the liquid you are weighing. This unique 
feature allows you to get an exact reading regardless of the density of the liquid. 

>>  Measures up to 11 lb (5000 g) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>  Stainless steel removable top makes clean-up fast and easy

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills

>>  Optional A/C wall adapter accessory available (1—9V battery included)

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life

#A115S

#115B

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



 

The Ultra Slim Escali Cesto portable nutritional scale’s user friendly  
“touch glass” display shows calories, sodium, protein, fat, carbohydrates,  
cholesterol or fiber via the input of 999 different food codes. The Cesto  
can calculate total nutritional value for up to 99 different meal components.  

>>  Measures up to 11 lb (5 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>  Tracks calories, sodium, protein, fat, carbohydrates, cholesterol or fiber

>>   Memory Recall feature: allows user to add multiple food components for net  
nutritional values

>>  Single, smooth glass surface makes clean-up fast and easy

>>  Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb + oz)

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (1—lithium battery included)

“    Have access  
to weight and  
nutritional  
data at home  
and away.”
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 CESTO PORTABLE NUTRITION

DEFEAT DIABETES

According to the CDC, about 26 million Americans suffer from diabetes 

and 79 million adults may be experiencing symptoms of pre-diabetes.  

Escali food scales help users manage these diseases by understanding  

their consumption of carbohydrates, sugar, calories and more.

Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention (2011). “Get the Facts on Diabetes”, CDC.gov 

#115NS

KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES
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 BELA MULTIFUNCTION DIGITAL SCALE

  TASO MIXING BOWL SCALE

The Bela digital scale features rounded edges that  
are graceful and durable. Touch sensitive controls and a  
stainless steel platform make this scale easy to wipe clean.

>>   Measures up to 11 lb (5000 g) in  
0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>    Stainless steel platform

>>    Touch sensitive controls

>>    Durable, light weight construction

>>    Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml)   
and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb+oz)

>>    Tare feature: subtracts a container’s  
weight to obtain the weight  
of its contents

>>     Automatic shut-off feature ensures  
long battery life (1 lithium battery included) 

#ST115

“ The stainless  
steel surface is  
easy to clean.”

The Taso is designed to take the mess out of your kitchen. 
Measure, mix and pour all-in-one bowl with the Escali Taso mixing  
bowl scale. Measure anything by weight, or measure milk, water, oil, 
flour and sugar by volume. The dishwasher safe mixing bowl removes  
for quick and easy cleaning.

>>    Weight capacity: 11 lb (5000 g)

>>   Removable, top shelf dishwasher safe, 2-quart bowl

>>   Scale mode, units: pounds, ounces, grams

>>   Volume mode, units: cups, fluid ounces & milliliters

>>   Increments: 0.1 oz, 1 g, 1/8 cup, 1/8th fl. oz, 1 ml

>>   Tare feature (Add and Weigh) allows you to weigh multiple ingredients in one bowl

>>   Rubber feet to protect counter tops and provide a stable measurement

>>   Automatic shut-off to save battery life (2-AAA batteries included)

 CESTO PORTABLE NUTRITION

“Measure, mix and pour, all-in-one solution.”

#MB115AR

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



The Escali Pop Collapsible Bowl Scale will help you portion your diet  
and keep track of what you eat in a set of fun color combinations!  
The collapsible bowl included serves triple duty. Fully extended it  
measures 1.5 quarts, but after collapsing it can serve as a shallow  
tray and protective cover.

>>  Weight Capacity: 11 lb (5000 g)

>>  Increments: 0.1 oz, 1 g, 0.1 fl. oz, 1 ml

>>  Collapsible, top shelf dishwasher safe, 1.5-quart bowl

>>  Units: Pounds + ounces, grams, fluid ounces, milliliters

>>   Tare feature (Add and Weigh) allows you to weigh multiple ingredients  
in one bowl

>>  Rubber feet to protect counter tops and provide a stable measurement

>>  Automatic shut-off to save battery life (2-AAA batteries included)
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 POP COLLAPSIBLE BOWL SCALE

Escali scales are used by a large number of at home hobbyist including 

beer brewers and wine makers, coffee aficionados, and candle and  

soap makers.

HELPING HOBBYISTS

#B115VO

“ It’s fun to  
hear the  
bowl POP!”

After collapsing, the 
bowl can serve as a 
protective cover.

B115VO

B115FB

B115GY

115TGY

KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES
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 TABLA LIQUID MEASURING DIGITAL SCALE

 RONDO BOWL SCALE

The Tabla is a compact full featured scale. The scale’s  
digital readout displays in pounds, ounces, fluid ounces  
or milliliters. The Tabla is ultra thin and easily storable.

>>  Measures up to 11 lb (5000 g) in 0.1 ounce (1 g) increments

>>  Sleek and stylish design with modern stainless steel weighing surface

>>  Measures both liquid (fl. oz, ml) and dry ingredients (oz, lb:oz, g)

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (3-AAA batteries included)

>>  Touch sensitive controls

The bright blue backlight display and simple 2-button  
operation easily wipes clean to make this scale very user  
friendly. The Rondo comes equipped with a dishwasher safe  
removable bowl, which can also function as a cover for the scale  
when turned over. 

>>  Measures up to 11 lb (5 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>  Dishwasher safe, removable stainless steel bowl (2 quarts)

>>  Measures both liquid (fl oz, ml) and dry ingredients (g, oz, lb + oz)

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2–AAA batteries included)

“    Stainless steel for long-lasting beauty 
and performance.”

“ The thin profile and flat edge make this scale easy to 
store alongside my favorite cook books.”

 POP COLLAPSIBLE BOWL SCALE

#R115

#T115S

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



 PENDULINE WALL MOUNTED
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 MERCADO CLASSIC DESIGN AND FUNCTION

 “ This scale looks so  
beautiful and elegant in  
my kitchen that I forget  
how functional it is!”

This stylish, wall-mounted, digital scale with the fold  
away platform will make weighing a breeze. This  
scale also features a kitchen timer and a clock.

>>   Measures up to 6.6 lb (3 kg) in  
0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>   Measures ounces, pounds + ounces, grams

>>   Wall mounted design with retractable  
weighing surface is the ultimate space saver

>>  Removable tempered glass weighing surface for quick and easy cleaning

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (1—lithium, 1—9V battery included)

>>  Includes a kitchen timer and clock

“    It’s like having an extra hand.”

Glass platform  
folds up  

for safety.

The Mercado series dial scales  
feature accurate measuring in an  
environment where a digital scale is  
not essential. These durable spring  
scales have a stainless steel frame,  
clear display and removable bowl.  
Available in two capacities.  

>>   Available in multiple capacities  
(DS115B: 11 lb / 5 kg) (DS21B: 2 lb / 1 kg)

>>   Removable stainless steel measuring bowl included

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Shatterproof dial cover with stainless steel ring

>>   No batteries required

#63W

#DS115B

KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES
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 VELO LUGGAGE SCALE

 ESTILO DIAL SCALE

Never pay overweight bag fees again! This high quality luggage scale features  
easy, 1-button operation, stainless steel clasp, and a tough nylon strap.  

>>  Measures luggage up to 110 lb (50 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Ergonomically crafted handle fits naturally in your hand to make lifting easier

>>  Overload indicator helps to prevent damage to the scale

>>   Data Lock feature: holds your luggage’s weight on screen for 30 seconds

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life  
(1—lithium battery included)

>>   Light-weight and portable

“ The bowl removes for easy cleaning 
and doubles as a cover for the scale.”

“ It’s nice to know that I won’t  
get charged overweight baggage  
fees at the airport.”

 MERCADO CLASSIC DESIGN AND FUNCTION

11050B

11050W

#11050W

This ready-to-weigh spring scale is durable and economical.  
The easy to read, no-glare dial displays weight in pounds,  
ounces and grams. The included multi-use, food grade,  
dishwasher safe bowl serves as a cover when the scale  
is not in use. 

>>  Measures up to 6.5 lb (3 kg) in 1 oz (25 g) increments

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Dishwasher safe bowl included (75 fl oz / 2 liters)

>>  Bowl doubles as a protective cover when scale is not in use

>>  No batteries required

The included  
multi-use, food  
grade, dishwasher  
safe bowl serves  
as cover when  
scale is not in use.

#S63W

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



 US2ooL EASY READ BODY SCALE

#

The extra large display measures 4.5 inches by 2.5 inches which makes reading
weight measurements quick and easy, and the blue backlight increases visibility
in low light environments. 

>>  Measures up to 440 lb (200 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments 

>>  Ultra slim profile is safe and stable

>>   Instant-on feature turns on the scale when the user steps on the scale  
(4-AAA batteries included)

>>   Display hold feature keeps measurements on screen, even if the user steps off

>>  Automatic shut-off feature

“The extra large display is easy to read.”
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Escali recommends that users weigh themselves in a consistent manner  

to best represent body trends over time. It is best to weigh yourself in  

the morning, wearing as little clothing as possible, after using the restroom 

but before consuming any food or liquids.   

0.0

HOW TO WEIGH YOURSELF

BATHROOM SCALES



 LB180 LUNAR BLUE BODY SCALE

 T180 TRAVELING BODY SCALE

This attractive designer bathroom scale features  
blue accents and a unique circular window set  
within the square white platform. 

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg)  
in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Extra large & bright LED display

>>   Tempered safety glass platform

>>    Instant-on feature turns on the scale 
when the user steps on the scale

>>    Display hold feature keeps measurements 
on screen, even if the user steps off

>>   Automatic shut-off feature (4-AAA batteries included) 

“ I can easily take this scale  
with me anywhere.”

 US2ooL EASY READ BODY SCALE

This compact and portable body weight scale  
is perfect for the frequent traveler. The small  
platform size also makes it a great space saver  
in smaller bathrooms.

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg)  
in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>  High contrast reverse LCD display

>>   Compact platform easily fits in most backpacks or travel luggage

>>  Instant-on feature turns on the scale when the user steps on the scale

>>  Display hold feature keeps measurements on screen, even if the user steps off

>>  Automatic shut-off feature (2-lithium batteries included)
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“  The modern design and clear  
glass window look great”

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™
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                              BODY SCALE WITH BLUETOOTH® LE

Smartphone not included.

#SC200BS

Track body weight and BMI with the Escali SmartConnect™  
Body Scale and free Escali SmartConnect™ app. Capable  
of weighing up to 440 pounds, the scale features Instant-on  
technology and a blue back light display.

>>   Transmit weight measurements to the free Escali SmartConnect mobile app. 
List of compatible mobile devices: www.escali.com/smartconnect/devices 

>>     Bluetooth® LE (Low Energy) wireless connectivity

>>     Instant-on Technology

>>     Automatic Shut-off ensures long battery life (4—AAA batteries included)

>>     Back light display for low light environments

>>     Capacity: 440 lb (200 kg)

>>     Graduation: 0.2 lb (0.1 kg)

“ Keeping track of my body weight helped me lose weight, 
and now it motivates me to keep it off!”

Escali                                     App
Learn more online:  

www.escali.com/smartconnect

A body scale should be placed on a flat and level surface for the  

most accurate and consistent measurements. Avoid carpeted floors  

because they can cause inaccurate measurements as well.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

BATHROOM SCALES



“ This scale looks sleek and feels  
substantial. I’m impressed.”
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 USHM180S ULTRA SLIM HEALTH MONITOR

 USHM180G GLASS HEALTH MONITOR

This smart Health Monitor bathroom scale with  
instant-on technology will immediately display weight  
followed by body fat, body water and muscle mass  
data to the user. The scale is capable of storing individual  
user data for up to 4 users. 

>>    Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   4-user profiles with automatic profile selection

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (4—AAA batteries included)

>>   Durable, light-weight construction

>>   Ultra slim design (only 3/4 inch high)

“ Elegant, slim and smart. I love the  
instant-on feature. I just step on the  
scale and it immediately gives me  
results without having to turn it on.”

                              BODY SCALE WITH BLUETOOTH® LE

The black tempered glass platform accentuated with  
stainless steel foot placers give this bathroom scale a  
modern look which will provide style and sophistication  
to any bathroom. The scale provides weight, body fat,  
body water and muscle mass data through the instant-on  
feature; this feature will provide the user with immediate  
info when positioned on the scale.

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   4-user profiles with automatic profile selection

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium batteries included)

>>   Large tempered glass platform

>>   Ultra slim design (only 3/4 inch high)

#USHM180S

#USHM180G

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



This eco-friendly scale is powered by its own solar panels and features a natural 

bamboo weighing surface. The Instant-on and Automatic Shut-off features make 

the ECO180 very easy to use. Simply step on, wait for the display to blink, and 

step off. With the user friendly Display Hold Feature, weight measurements will 

stay on display even after you step off the scale.

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Natural bamboo platform

>>   Instant-on technology

>>   User friendly display hold feature
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 ECO180 SOLAR POWERED BAMBOO BATH SCALE

“ It works the same under sunlight or artificial light.”

#ECO180

When evaluating the success of diet and exercise, sometimes knowing your 

body weight isn’t enough. Often people will gain muscle mass while losing 

body fat which results in minimal weight loss. Escali’s body composition 

scales help users understand trends inside their body and stay motivated.

TOTAL BODY COMPOSITION

- OR -Solar powered by:

BATHROOM SCALES
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 USTT200 TRACK & TARGET

 BFBW200 BODY FAT/WATER SCALE

The ultra slim USTT200 digital bathroom scale will help the user  
to follow their progress until the preset target weight is achieved.  
This scale has a large capacity of 440 lbs or 200 kilograms.

>>   Measures up to 440 lb (200 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Set a goal weight and track your progress

>>   Displays: current weight, goal weight, difference to goal weight, and difference since last weigh-in

>>   4-user profiles

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (4—AAA batteries included)

>>   Instant-on and Display Hold features

>>   Ultra slim design (only 3/4 inch)

“ I’ve been very impressed with this Escali scale. 
It’s solidly built, sturdy, very attractive, has 
many features, has a high capacity, and most 
importantly it’s very accurate and consistent.” 

 ECO180 SOLAR POWERED BAMBOO BATH SCALE

The BFBW200 bathroom scale features advanced digital  
weighing technology that provides a high tech analysis of  
the fitness level of the user. This scale measures percentage  
of body fat, body water and weight for up to ten individual users.

>>   Measures up to 440 lb (200 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Measures body fat and hydration percentages in addition to body weight

>>   Body weight only mode

>>   10-user profiles

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium batteries included)

>>   Large tempered glass platform

 “ The scale has a large platform, high capacity  
and holds up over the long haul.”

#USTT200

#BFBW200

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



Escali bathroom scales are motivational tools that help influence healthy 

lifestyles both reactively and proactively. A study published in the Annuls 

of Behavioral Medicine found that people who weigh themselves daily lost 

more weight and were more successful in preventing weight gain.

DAILY MOTIVATION

Source: Linde JA, Jeffery RW, French SA, Pronk NP, Boyle RG (2005). “Self-weighing in weight gain prevention and weight loss trials.”, PubMed.gov 

The BF180 Body Analyzing Digital Scale features advanced digital weighing 

technology that provides a high tech analysis of the user’s fitness level. The scale 

measures percentage of body fat, body water, lean muscle,bone mass and body 

weight for up to eight individual users.

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) provides a high tech analysis of the 
user’s fitness level

>>   Measures body fat, body water, lean muscle, bone mass and body weight

>>   Weight only mode (no profile required)

>>   Tempered safety glass platform

>>   Automatic shut-off feature (2-lithium batteries included)

>>   8-user profiles
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 BF180 BODY ANALYZING DIGITAL SCALE

“ The ultra slim profile and sleek glass surface 
looks modern and fits into any bathroom well.”

BATHROOM SCALES
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 EW180 EXTRA WIDE BATHROOM SCALE

 WB180 EXTRA WIDE BODY COMPOSITION SCALE

This sleek and stylish bathroom scale features  

an extra wide platform which allows for a wider

stance that feels more natural. The bright blue  

LED display is ultra efficient and easy to read  

in low light environments.

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>  Extra wide platform to accommodate a wider natural stance

>>  Bright & efficient LED display

>>  Instant-on feature turns on the scale when the user steps on the scale

>>  Display hold feature keeps measurements on screen, even if the user steps off

>>  Automatic shut-off feature (4-AAA batteries included)

“    The extra wide platform feels  
more comfortable to stand on.” 

 BF180 BODY ANALYZING DIGITAL SCALE

This sleek black glass and stainless steel scale measures  

six key health metrics; including body weight, body fat,  

body water, muscle mass, bone mass and basal metabolic  

rate. The extra wide platform allows for a wider stance  

on the scale.

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Extra large back-light display.

>>   Measure body weight, body fat, body water, muscle mass, bone mass and basal metabolic rate.

>>   Display hold feature keeps measurements on screen, even if the user steps off.

>>   Instant-on & automatic shut-off feature (4-AAA batteries included)

>>   Memory for 10 user profiles.

 Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) 
The minimum amount of energy (Kcal)  
required to maintain basic bodily functions.

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™
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 ECO200 BAMBOO BATHROOM SCALE

 S200 STAINLESS STEEL BATH SCALE

This forward thinking bathroom scale is  
lightweight and durable with a natural bamboo  
platform. The blue back-light increases visibility in low light environments.

>>   Measures up to 440 lb (200 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Natural bamboo platform

>>   Blue back-light display

>>   Instant-on feature turns on the scale when the user steps on the scale

>>   Display hold feature keeps measurements on screen, even if the user steps off

>>   Automatic shut-off feature extends battery life (2-AAA batteries included)

“    The natural bamboo surface is beautiful  
and good for the environment.” 

The Escali S200 features a large stainless steel platform with  
a sleek and stylish design. The Instant-on and Automatic  
Shut-off features make this body weight scale very easy to  
use, simply step on, wait for the display to blink and step  
off. Weight measurements are then easily read from the  
LED display for an additional 5 seconds with the  
Display Hold Feature.

>>   Measures up to 440 lb (200 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Oversized stainless steel weighing platform

>>   Easy to read LED display

>>   Instant-on technology

>>   User friendly Display Hold feature

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures (6-AAA batteries included)

 “ The extra large platform is easy to stand  
on and very stable.”

#S200

BATHROOM SCALES
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 BT20 BABY/TODDLER SCALE

 XL200 EXTRA LARGE DISPLAY

The extra large digits on the XL bathroom scale make for easier  
reading, and the convenient tap-on platform allows the user to tap  
the top of the platform to turn the scale on. Once weight is measured,  
the display continues to show the weight after the user steps off the scale. 

>>   Measures up to 440 lb (200 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Extra large and easy to read display (measuring 5.5" x 5")

>>   Slip resistant standing surface and Display Hold feature

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—lithium batteries included)

>>   Durable, light-weight construction

“ It’s so nice to step on a scale and not need  
to search for my glasses.”

Built with the safety of your child in mind; the Escali Baby/Toddler scale maintains a safe  
and stable weighing surface with its low center of gravity and gently curved baby cradle.  
The handy Tare “Add & Weigh” feature allows you to zero out the weight of favorite blankets  
or pillows for added comfort. Remove the baby cradle to reveal the toddler platform  
beneath for years of accurate use. 

>> Measures up to 44 lb (20 kg) in lb, lb:oz or g

>>  Increments:  0.01 lb, 1/2 oz, 5 g

>>  Memory feature shows last weight measurement

>>  Tare feature lets you subtract items such as blankets before measurement

>>  Display Hold feature locks weight on screen for 30 seconds

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (4—AA batteries included)

>>  Large display with blue backlight

>>  Length ruler included on baby cradle measures 22 inches (56 cm)

Transform baby to toddler scale:

1.   Reach under the scale and  
locate the two handles on 
either side; pull these  
handles outward.

2.  Lift baby cradle up to reveal 
the toddler platform below.

#BT2O

#XL200

“ The baby cradle is low  
and stable to ensure  
safe measurements.”

 S200 STAINLESS STEEL BATH SCALE

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



High quality, impact resistant bathroom scales in colored  
tempered glass with square contours; accentuated by a color  
choice from a trendy color palette.

>>   Measures up to 440 lb (200 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Tempered glass platform, available in a wide variety of colors

>>   Large digital display

>>   Instant-on technology

>>   Display Hold feature

>>   Automatic shut-off feature 

>>   Lithium battery included
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 B200 SLEEK GLASS BATH SCALE

“  I found the  
perfect color  
to match my 
bathroom.”

B200B

B200S

B200G

B200CN

B200PB

B200RR

In 2012 Marketdata Enterprises found the annual revenue for the U.S. 

weight-loss industry was $61 billion. According to the CDC, over 69%  

of American adults over the age of twenty are overweight or obese, and  

an estimated 108 million Americans attempt to lose weight each year.

Source: Marketdata Enterprises, Inc. (2013). “Weight Loss Market in U.S. Up 1.7% to $61 Billion”, PRWeb.com
Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention (2013). “Obesity and Overweight”, CDC.gov 

ENORMOUS OPPORTUNITY

#B200PB

BATHROOM SCALES
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 B180RC CLEAR GLASS SCALE

 US180B SLEEK BATH SCALE

High quality, impact resistant bathroom scale with tempered  
clear glass round platform and sleek black accents. 

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life  
(1—lithium batteries included)

>>   Clear tempered glass platform

>>   Crisp digital display

>>   Instant-on technology

“  This scale is like a work of art, it has  
such a nice presence in my bathroom.”

 B200 SLEEK GLASS BATH SCALE

This sleek black bathroom scale with blue back light and stainless  
steel display will have an understated presence in your bathroom;  
this ultra slim design is equipped with an instant weighing mode feature  
providing instant weighing data to the user; scale turns on automatically  
when user steps on the scale. The large display and 10 seconds hold  
feature will give the user easy access to body weight info. 

>>   Measures up to 400 lb (180 kg) in 0.2 lb (0.1 kg) increments

>>   Large easy to read display with blue back light

>>   Ultra slim, stylish design with stainless steel accent (only 3/4 inch high)

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (4—AAA batteries included)

>>   Instant-on technology

“ The low profile platform is easy to  
stand on and the back light display  
is even easier to read.”

#B180RC

#US180B

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



Rated best value by leading independent consumer magazine. These digital  
scales are economically priced and very easy to use with its two-button operation. 
This model comes with the NSF-Certified removable stainless steel platform.

>>   Measures up to 11 lb (5 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>   Measures oz, lb:oz, g

>>   Stainless steel removable top makes clean-up fast and easy

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life (2—AA batteries included)

>>   Optional A/C wall adapter accessory available
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 PRIMO NSF AFFORDABLE AND COMPACT

 “ The stainless  
steel platform  
removes for  
easy cleaning.”

P115PL-WR

P115PL-CH

P115PL-M

Portion control is crucial to the profitability of any restaurant. Escali’s NSF 

certified portion control scales help restaurants keep consistent portion 

sizes to control costs and provide a consistent customer experience.

CONTROLLING COSTS

Rated best value by leading  
independent consumer magazine.

2x

#P115PL-WR

PROFESSIONAL SCALES
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 R-SERIES NSF PORTION CONTROL SCALE PRIMO NSF AFFORDABLE AND COMPACT

“ There are two platform sizes to choose from  
and four different display configurations.”

Primo NSF, R-Series NSF, Alimento NSF, M-Series NSF – www.NSF.org
The registered NSF Certification Mark on a food equipment product confirms that  
NSF has assessed—and certified—its conformity with the relevant NSF/ANSI standard.

Control portions quickly and efficiently with an Escali R-Series  
NSF Portion Control Scale. The 4-in-1 multi-mount display can  
be attached to the included display stand, attached to the  
front of the scale, mount to the wall or float free on a tabletop.  
Add the optional foot pedal to control the tare feature for  
the ultimate hands free experience.

>>   Capacity: 13 lb (6 kg)

>>   Graduation: RS136: 0.1 oz (1 g), RL136: 0.1 oz (2 g)

>>   Platform dimension: RS136: (6.375 in. x 6.375 in.), RL136: (12.5 in. x 12 in.)

>>   Counting and percentage weighing modes

>>   Units: lb, lb:oz, oz, kg, fl oz, ml

>>   Stainless steel removable weighing surface makes clean-up fast and easy

>>   Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Battery operation is optional on the RS136, but the batteries are not included.   
A/C power adapter is included with both models.

>>   Works with the optional Tare Foot Pedal

4-IN-1  MULTIPLE DISPLAY CONFIGURATIONS

#RS136

Attached Display
Detached 

 Tabletop Display Stand Mount Display Wall Mount Display

#RL136

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



The MS-Series Mechanical Dial Scales are always ready for work with a durable  
stainless steel construction that is easy to clean and water resistant.

>>    Capacity x increments: MS2: 2 lb x 1/4 oz, MS5: 5 lb x 1/2 oz,  
MS25: 25 lb x 2 oz, MS50: 50 lb x 4 oz 

>>    Non-slip rubber feet for stable measurements

>>    Access panel for maintenance & cleaning

>>    Extra durable stainless steel construction

>>    Pre-drilled tabletop mounting holes

>>    Tare function with rotating dial
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 MS-SERIES MECHANICAL DIAL SCALE

#MS2

“This scale is durable
and very easy to use.”

Escali is proud to guarantee its full line of professional scales to be free  

of defects in material and workmanship under normal working conditions 

for two years.  See www.escali.com for more details.

INDUSTRY LEADING

PROFESSIONAL SCALES



This scale features a removable stainless steel platform 
and sealed controls for easy cleaning. It’s compact  
and portable. The tare protection feature allows  
you to zero out the weight of a container up to  
two pounds and still maintain a full two pound,  
or 32 ounce, measuring capacity. 

>>   Capacity: 2 lb (1000 g), Increments: 0.05 oz (0.5 g)

>>  Water resistant

>>  2 lb Tare + 2 lb capacity

>>  Compact & portable

>>  Optional automatic shut-off (2-AA batteries included)

>>  Durable stainless steel platform

>>  Optional 9-volt power adapter available
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 NOVA 2 POUND DIGITAL SCALE MS-SERIES MECHANICAL DIAL SCALE

       SUPERNOVA 13  POUND DIGITAL SCALE

“  This scale features a large 13 pound capacity 
and can read in 0.05 ounce increments!”

The Supernova digital scale features a removable stainless  
steel platform and sealed controls for easy cleaning. It is
durable and compact which makes it very portable. 

>>   Capacity: 13 lb (6,000 g), Increments: 0.05 oz (0-176 oz),  
0.1 oz (176-211 oz), or 0.5 g (0-1000 g), 1 g (1000-6000 g)

>> Water resistant

>> Compact & portable

>> Removable stainless steel platform

>> Optional automatic shut-off (2-AA batteries included)

>> Optional 9-volt power adapter available

“   The Nova is affordable, easy to use and durable!”

#P21PL-M

#P136PL-C

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



The Escali Alimento digital scale is equipped with highly accurate durable sensors 
and is perfect for professional kitchen or laboratory use. The scale features a  
removable stainless steel platform, a big display and easy touch buttons. 

>>   Measures up to 13 lb (6 kg) in 0.1 oz (1 g) increments

>>   Measures oz, lb, lb:oz, g

>>   Stainless steel removable weighing surface makes clean-up fast and easy

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life

>>   Optional A/C wall adapter accessory available (1—9V battery included)
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 ALIMENTO NSF COMPACT WORKHORSE

Setting prices can make or break the success of a restaurant. Escali’s NSF 

certified digital scales help restaurants determine their food costs which 

allow them to set competitive prices that maintain profitability.

STAYING COMPETITIVE

#136KP
“ Weight measurements  
are easy to read on the  
blue back-light display.”  

PROFESSIONAL SCALES



The NSF-Certified M-Series scales can be used in a variety of  
restaurant and industrial applications, from portion control to  
accurate quality control. The spill proof designed scale will  
prove to be highly reliable in intense work environments. 

>>   2 Capacities (with increments): M3315: 33 lb/15 kg (0.1 oz/2 g),  
M6630: 66 lb/30 kg (0.1 oz/2 g)

>>   Measures oz, lb, lb:oz, g

>>   Additional display on rear of unit

>>   Display Hold and Parts Counting features

>>   Stainless steel removable weighing surface makes clean-up fast and easy

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Sealed buttons and display for protection against accidental spills

>>   Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life

>>   Optional A/C wall adapter accessory available (4—C batteries included)
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 M-SERIES NSF EXTRA LARGE PLATFORM ALIMENTO NSF COMPACT WORKHORSE

        L-SERIES HIGH PRECISION

“    A must have tool when high precision  
weighing is needed!”

The Escali L-Series digital scales are highly accurate, operator  
friendly digital scales with some of the industry’s best features.  
These scales are a must have tool where high precision weighing  
is required.  

>>   2 Capacities (with increments):  
L125 (round platform): 125 g (0.01 g), L600: 600 g (0.1 g)

>>   Accurately measures in grams, ounces, grains, carats, pennyweights  
and troy-ounces

>>   Stainless steel removable weighing platform for easy clean-up (L125 round platform)

>>  Memory, Hold and Parts Counting feature

>>  LCD display with on/off switch for blue backlight

“  A large platform available in multiple capacities 
makes these scales adaptable to many uses.”

#L600

#L125

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™



  GRANDA PRACTICAL & PORTABLE

The Escali Granda digital scale is a high end industrial scale with a wired  
remote display for easy reading. Minimum weight readout is 6 ounces. 

>>  Measures up to 220 lb (100 kg) in 2 oz (0.05 kg) increments

>>  Measures oz, lb:oz, g

>>  Stainless steel platform

>>  Programmable unit weight lets you weigh items as a percentage

>>  Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>  Automatic shut-off feature ensures long battery life

>>  A/C wall adapter included (1—9V battery included)

#100S

Remote display on  
coiled extension cord
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“    Perfect for warehousing,  
manufacturing, or other  
industrial requirements.”

There are over 23 million small businesses responsible for 54% of sales in 

the U.S., and one of their biggest problems is guessing the size, weight and 

shipping costs of their goods. Escali scales can help these businesses manage 

shipping costs and save them money with accurate weight measurements.

SAVE ON SHIPPING

PROFESSIONAL SCALES



“The all metal construction is very durable.”

#H4420

“The dial is large and very easy to read.”
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 H-SERIES HANGING SCALES

 MERCADO NO FUSS WORKHORSE

The Mercado series dial lets scales feature accurate  
measuring in an environment where a digital scale is  
not essential. These durable spring scales have a  
metal frame, clear read out and stainless steel bowl. 
Available in three capacities.  

>>   Available in multiple capacities:  
(DS21B: 2 lb / 1 kg) (DS115B: 11 lb / 5 kg) (DS13260P: 132 lb / 60 kg)

>>   Graduation varies by model:  
(DS21B: 0.25 oz / 5g) (DS115B: 1 oz / 20 g) (DS13260P: 0.5 lb / 0.2 kg)

>>   Removable stainless steel measuring bowl included (DS21B and DS115B only)

>>   Tare feature: subtracts a container’s weight to obtain the weight of its contents

>>   Shatterproof dial cover with stainless steel ring

>>   No batteries required 

Designed for accurate measuring in an environment where a digital scale  
is not essential. These durable spring scales feature a metal frame, clear  
dial display and come with 2 steel s-hooks for heavy duty weighing.  
Available in a variety of capacities. 

>>   Capacities: (H115: 11 lb / 5 kg) (H2210: 22 lb / 5 kg) (H4420: 44 lb / 20 kg)  
(H11050: 110 lb / 50 kg) (H220100: 220 lb / 100 kg)

>>   Graduation: (H115: 1 oz / 20 g) (H2210: 2 oz / 50 g) (H4420: 4 oz / 0.1 kg)  
(H11050: 8 oz / 0.2 kg) (H220100: 1 lb / 0.5 kg)

>>  Available in multiple capacities

>>  Accurately measures in g and lb:oz

>>  Tare feature

>>  Dual read out in Metric and Imperial

#DS13260P

#DS115B

MEASURING WHAT’S NEXT™
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            ACCESSORIES

PRIMO STAINLESS STEEL TRAY 
Stainless Steel Tray for the Primo scale. Tray will fit  
on top of the weighing platform of any of the Primo 
Multifunctional Scales. Great accessory for keeping 
your scale clean.

9 VOLT A/C ADAPTER 
Plug your digital scale into the wall for extended use. 
This adapter will disengage the auto shut-off feature. 
Compatible with the Alimento, Pana, Aqua, L-Series, 
Primo NSF, Alimento NSF, M-Series, Nova and  
Supernova scales.

TARE FOOT PEDAL  
(FOR RL136 & RS136)

Use the Escali Tare Foot Pedal for the ultimate  
sanitary hands free work environment.

CALIBRATION WEIGHTS
Regular calibration of your Escali professional scale  
will ensure up to date precision. We offer a variety  
of calibration weights for the ultimate accuracy of  
your Escali professional scale. 
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 KITCHEN & MULTIFUNCTIONAL SCALES

Product Name/# Page 
No.

Measuring 
Units Capacity Weighing 

Increments
 

Tare
 Auto 

Shut-Off Platform Removable 
Platform

Dimensions 
(Inches)

 Net 
Weight 

(ozs)

Battery 
Included

Power 
Adapter

 Display 
Size 

(Inches)
 Color

ARTI
#157 4 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
7000 g
/ 15 lb

1 g   
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min. Glass No 9 x 6.5 x 
0.75 18.6 2 -

Lithium No 2.625 x 
1.375

12
Colors

ARTI XL
#2210IB 4 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
10,000 g 
/ 22 lb

1 g   
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min. Glass No 9 x 6.5 x 
0.75 24 2 -

Lithium No 2.625 x 
1.375 Black

ALIMENTO
#136DK 5 oz, lb, 

lb:oz, g
6000 g 
/ 13.2 lb

1 g  
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

3 Min.
Stainless 

Steel Yes 7 x 9.5 x 
3.5 25.7 1 -  

9V Optional 2.5 x 1.125 Light 
Grey

VITRA
#115G 5 g, oz, 

lb:oz
5000 g 
/ 11 lb

1 g  
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min. Glass Yes 9 x 6 x 1.5 15.9 3 -  
AAA No 2 x 1 Silver

SMARTCONNECT
KITCHEN SCALE

#SC115KS
6 g,

lb:oz
5000 g
/ 11 lb

1 g 
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min. Glass No 9.75 x 6 x 
0.75 18.8 3-AAA No 2.25 x 1.75 Black

ALTA
#2210G 7 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
10,000 g
/ 22 lb

1 g  
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

3 Min. Glass No 10 x 8.5 x 
0.75 30.2 2 -

Lithium No 3.5 x 0.75 Silver

PASSO
#2210S 7 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
10,000 g
/ 22 lb

1 g  
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min.
Stainless 

Steel No 9.5 x 6.5 
0.75 24 2 -

Lithium No 2.5 x 0.75 Silver

PRIMO
#P115 8 g, oz, 

lb:oz
5000 g 
/ 11 lb

1 g   
/ 0.1 oz Yes

Yes
4

Min.
Plastic No 8.5 x 6 

x 1.5 11.5 2 -  
AA No 1.75 x 0.75 9

Colors

PICO
#N115S 9 g, oz, lb, 

lb:oz
5000 g 
/ 11 lb

1 g 
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min. Plastic No 4.5 x 3.75 
x 1 6.1 1 -  

9V No 1.5 x  
0.5 Silver

PICO HP
#PR500S 9 g, oz, lb, 

lb:oz 500 g 0.1 g  
/ 0.005 oz Yes Yes

5 Min. Plastic No 4.5 x 3.75 
x 1 6.1 1 -  

9V  No 1.5 x  
0.5 Metallic

VERA
#PR2000S 9 oz, lb:oz,  

fl oz, g, ml 2000 g 0.1 - 0.01 oz,
1 - 0.1 g Yes Yes

5 Min.
Stainless 

Stee1 Yes 6.75 x 4.75 
x 1 8 2 -  

AAA No 0.88 x 
2.125 Silver

PANA
#V136 10

g, oz, 
lb:oz, cps, 

tbs

6000 g
/ 13 lb

1 g  
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

10 Min.
Stainless 

Stee1 Yes 7.5 x 9.75 x 
1.25 25.2 1 -  

9V Optional 2.25 x 1 Silver

AQUA
#A115 11

g, ml, 
lb:oz,  
fl oz

5000 g
/ 11 lb

1 g / 
0.1 oz /   
1/16 fl oz

Yes Yes
4 Min.

Stainless 
Stee1 Yes 7.5 x 9.75 x 

1.25 25.2 1 -  
9V Optional 2.25 x 1 Silver

PRONTO
#115B 11 g, kg, oz, 

lb:oz
5000 g
/ 11 lb

1 g /  
0.1 oz Yes Yes

3 Min.
Stainless 

Stee1 No 8.25 x 8.25 
x 1.25 38 2 -

Lithium No 1.25 x 0.5
Stain-
less

Steel

CESTO
#115N 12 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
5000 g 
/ 11 lb

1 g
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

4 Min. Glass No 8.75 x 6.25 
x 0.63 19.8 1 -

Lithium No 2.375 x 1.75 Silver

TASO
#MB115AR 13

g, lb, oz, 
ml, fl oz, 

cps

5000 g
/ 11 lb

1 g, 0.1 oz,  
1 ml, 0.1 fl oz, 

1/8 cps
Yes Yes

4  Min. Plastic Yes 7.9 x 10.1 
x 5.1 19.1 3 -

AAA No 1.25 x 0.75 Apple 
Red

BELA
#ST115 13 oz, lb:oz, fl 

oz, g, ml
5000 g
/ 11 lb

1 g
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min.
Stainless 

Stee1 No 8.5 x 6  
x 0.88 8 1 -

Lithium No 2.125 x 1 White
& Red

POP
#B115 14 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
5000 g
/ 11 lb

0.1 oz, 1 g,  
0.1 fl oz, 1 ml Yes Yes

3 Min. Plastic Yes 7.5 x 5.5 
x 2.1 12 2 -

AAA No 2.1 x 0.8 4
Colors

Escali is committed to constant product improvement. Product features and specifications might have changed since printing this catalog.
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Product Name/# Page 
No.

Measuring 
Units Capacity Weighing 

Increments
 

Tare
 Auto 

Shut-Off Platform Removable 
Platform

Dimensions 
(Inches)

 Net 
Weight 

(ozs)

Battery 
Included

Power 
Adapter

 Display 
Size 

(Inches)
 Color

RONDO
#R115 15 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
5000 g
/ 11 lb

0.1 oz, 1 g,  
0.1 fl oz, 1 ml Yes Yes

5 Min.
Stainless 

Stee1
Yes,
Bowl 

8.75 x 8.75 
x 5.25 24.2 2 -

AAA No 1.5 x 0.6
Stain-
less

Steel

TABLA
#T115S 15 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
5000 g 
/ 11 lb

1 g  
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

5 Min.
Stainless 

Stee1 No 8.5 x 5.5 x 
0.75 13 3 -  

AAA No 1.5 x 0.5
Stain-
less

Steel

MERCADO
#DS21B, #DS115B 16 g, kg, 

oz, lb
1, 5 kg  

/ 2, 11 lb
5 - 20 g 

/ 0.25 - 1 oz Yes N/A Stainless 
Stee1 Yes 6 x 6 2 lb.  

14 oz. N/A N/A 6 x 6
Stain-
less 

Stee1

PENDULINE
#63W 16 g, kg, oz, 

lb:oz
3000 g
/ 6.6 lb

1 g 
/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes

3 Min. Glass Yes 10 x 6.75 x 
2.25 25.3 1 - 9V,  

1 - LR44 No 2.75 x 0.5 Silver

ESTILO
#S63 17 g, ml, oz, 

lb:oz, fl oz
3000 g 
/ 6.6 lb

25 g 
/ 1 oz Yes N/A Plastic Yes 8 x 8x 8 N/A N/A N/A N/A White

VELO
#11050 17 g, kg,  

oz,  lb
 50 kg 
/ 110 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb Yes Yes

20 Sec.
Nylon 
Strap No 5.5 x 1 17 1 - 

Lithium No 1 x 0.5 2
Colors

Escali is committed to constant product improvement. Product features and specifications might have changed since printing this catalog.
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HEALTHY PORTIONS

According to the Mayo Clinic, eating a healthy diet with fewer calories can 

be a more effective weight loss strategy than increased physical activity.  

Escali scales will help users identify healthy portion sizes and decrease 

their consumption of calories.

Source: Hensrud, D (2011). “Weight loss: Better to cut calories or exercise more?”, MayoClinic.org
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Escali is committed to constant product improvement. Product features and specifications might have changed since printing this catalog.

Product Name/# Page 
No.

Measuring 
Units Capacity Weighing 

Increments  Analysis  Memory Instant-On 
Platform Platform Removable 

Platform
Dimensions 

(Inches)

 Net 
Weight 

(ozs)

Battery 
Included

 Display 
Size 

(Inches)
 Color

#US200L 18  kg, lb 200 kg
/ 440 lb

0.1 kg  
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Plastic No 11.25 x 11.75 

x 0.75 56 4 - AAA 4.5 x 
2.5 Black

#T180 19 kg, lb 180 kg
/ 400 lb

0.1 kg  
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Glass No 11.75 x 8.75 

x 0.75 42.9 2 -  
Lithium

3.25 x 
1.5 White

#LB180 19 kg, lb 180 kg
/ 400 lb

0.1 kg  
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Glass No 12.5 x 12.5 

x 1 63.8 4 - AAA 5.25 x 
1.5

White/
Black/
Blue

SMARTCONNECT
BODY SCALE

#SC200BS
20 kg, lb 200 kg

/ 440 lb
0.1 kg 

/ 0.2 lb In App 1 User Yes Glass No 12.625 x 
12.75 x 1 71.2 4 - AAA 2.75 x 

1.9 Black

#USHM180G 21 kg, lb 180 kg 
/ 400 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb BIA 4 User Yes Glass No 12 x 12 x 

0.75 86 2 -  
Lithium  3 x 1.5 Black

#USHM180S 21 kg, lb 180 kg / 
400 lb

0.1 kg / 
0.2 lb BIA 4 User Yes Plastic No 12 x 12 x 

0.75 58 4 - AAA  3 x 1.5 Silver

#ECO180 22 kg, lb 180 kg 
/ 400 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Bamboo No 12.25 x 

12.25 40 None
required

2.25  
x 1.25 Bamboo

#BFBW200 23 kg, lb 200 kg 
/ 440 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb BIA 10 User Tap-on Glass No 14 x 14 x 2 88 2 -  

Lithium 3 x 1.5 Clear/ 
Black

#USTT200 23 kg, lb 200 kg 
/ 440 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb No 4 User Yes Glass No 12.3 x 12.3 x 

0.75 84 4 - AAA  5 x 1.75 Clear/
Black

#BF180 24 kg, lb 180 kg 
/ 400 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb BIA 8 User Yes Glass No 12 x 12 x 1 49 2 -  

Lithium 3 x 1.5 Black

#WB180 25 kg, lb 180 kg 
/ 400 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb BIA 10 User Yes Glass No 14.25 x 

9.5 x 1 69 4 - AAA 4.25 
x 1.7 Black

#EW180 25 kg, lb 180 kg 
/ 400 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Glass No 14.25 x 

9.5 x 1 67.4 4 - AAA 4.25 
x 1.7

Black/
White

#S200 26 kg, lb 200 kg 
/ 440 lb

0.1 kg
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Stainless 

Steel No 13.5 x 13.75 88 6 - AAA 3.5 x 
1.625

Stainless 
Steel/
Black

COMPARISON SCALES
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Escali is committed to constant product improvement. Product features and specifications might have changed since printing this catalog.

Product Name/# Page 
No.

Measuring 
Units Capacity Weighing 

Increments  Analysis  Memory Instant-On 
Platform Platform Removable 

Platform
Dimensions 

(Inches)

 Net 
Weight 

(ozs)

Battery 
Included

 Display 
Size 

(Inches)
 Color

#ECO200 26 kg, lb 200 kg 
/ 440 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Bamboo No 11.75 x 11.75 

x 1.25 38.2 2 - AAA 3.75 x 
1.375 Bamboo

#XL200 27 kg, lb 200 kg 
/ 440 lb

100 g 
/ 0.2 lb No No Tap-on Plastic No 13.25 x 12.5 

x 2 42.2 2 -  
Lithium 5.5 x 5 White/

Silver

#BT20 27 lb, lb:oz, 
g

20 kg / 
44 lb 0.5 oz No Yes Yes Plastic Yes 24 x 14 x 

4.25 106 4 - AA 3.75 x 
1.25 White

#B200 28 kg, lb 200 kg 
/ 440 lb

0.1 kg 
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Glass No 12.63 x 

12.63 62
1- cr2032 
(B200B: 

2- cr2032)

4.125 x 
1.625

6 
Colors

#US180B 29 kg, lb 180 kg
/ 400 lb

100 g
 / 0.2 lb No No Yes Plastic No 57.8 12 x 12 

x 0.75
4 -

AAA  3 x 1.5
Black/

Stainless 
Steel

#B180RC 29 kg, lb 180 kg
/ 400 lb

100 g
/ 0.2 lb No No Yes Glass No 57.6

12.625 
x 12.75 
x 1.3

1 -  
Lithium  2.75 x 1 Clear/

Black

COMPARISON SCALES
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Product Name/# Page 
No.

Measuring 
Units Capacity Weighing 

Increments
 

Tare
 Counting 
Function

Removable 
Platform

Dimensions 
(Inches)

 Net 
Weight 

(ozs)

Battery 
Included

Power 
Adapter

 Display 
Size 

(Inches)

NSF
Certified

PRIMO NSF
#P115PL 30 g, oz, lb:oz 5000 g 

/ 11 lb
1 g 

/ 0.1 oz Yes No Yes 8.5 x 6 x 1.5 12.5 2 - AA Optional 1.75 x 0.75 Yes

R-SERIES NSF
#RS136 31 lb, oz, kg, 

fl oz, ml
6 kg 

/ 13 lb
1 g

/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes Yes 6.375 x 6.375 44 No Included 3.375 x 
0.8 Yes

R-SERIES NSF
#RL136 31 lb, oz, kg, 

fl oz, ml
6 kg 

/ 13 lb
2 g

/ 0.1 oz Yes Yes Yes 12.5 x 12 166 N/A Included 3.375 x 
0.8 Yes

MS-SERIES
#MS 32 lb, oz 2, 5, 25, 50 lb 1/8, 1/2,  

2, 4 oz Yes No No 6.75 x 6.5  
x 8.5 44.8 N/A N/A 6 Yes

NOVA
#P21PL-M 33 oz, lb:oz, 

lb, g
1000 g 
/ 2 lb

0.5 g 
/ 0.05 oz Yes No Yes 5.75 x 8.25 x 

1.5 in 10.9 2 AA Optional  1.75 x 0.7 Yes

SUPERNOVA 
#P136PL-C 33 oz, lb:oz, 

lb, g
6000 g /

13 lb

0.05 oz / 
0-176 oz, 
0.1 oz /  

176-211 oz,
 0.5 g / 

0-1000 g,  
1 g / 1000-

6000 g

Yes No Yes 5.75 x 8.25 
x 1.5 10.9 2 - AA Optional  1.75 x 0.7 Yes

ALIMENTO NSF
#136KP 34 g, oz,  

lb, lb:oz
6000 g 
/ 13 lb

1 g 
/ 0.1 oz Yes No Yes 9.75 x 7 x 3.75 49.1 1 - 9V Optional 2.5 x 1.125 Yes

M-SERIES NSF 35 g, oz, lb, 
lb:oz

2 Capacities:  
15 kg, 30 kg

5 g 
/ 0.2 oz Yes Yes Yes 10.25 x 11.75 

x 4.25 98.8 4 - C Optional 3.25 x 1.25 Yes

L-SERIES
#L125 35

g, oz, gr, 
cts, pwt, 

toz
 125 g 0.01 g Yes Yes Yes 8 x 5.75 x 2.5 24.2 4 - AA Optional 2.5 x 0.75 No

L-SERIES
#L600 35

g, oz, gr, 
cts, pwt, 

toz
600 g 0.1 g Yes Yes Yes 8 x 5.75 x 2.5 24.2 4 - AA Optional 2.5 x 0.75 No

GRANDA
#100S 36 kg,  

lb:oz
220 lb 

/ 100 kg
0.05 kg
/ 2 oz Yes No No 11.5 x 11 x 1.25 99.3 1 - 9V Included 2.5 x 0.75 No

MERCADO
#DS21B, #DS115B 37 kg, g,

lb, oz

1, 5 kg 
/ 2, 11 lb

5 - 20 g 
/ 0.25 -  

1 oz
Yes No Yes 6 x 6 14 oz 

/ 2 lb N/A N/A 6 x 6 No

MERCADO
#DS13260P 37 kg, g,

lb, oz
60 kg 

/ 132 lb
0.2 g 

/ 0.5 oz Yes No Yes 12.5 x 12.5 x 
12.75

10 oz 
/ 13 lb N/A N/A 8.75 x 

8.75 No

H-SERIES
#H 37 kg, g,

lb, oz
5 - 100 kg 

/ 11 - 220 lb

20 g -  
0.5 kg 
/ 1 oz - 

1 lb

Yes No N/A 10 x 7 x 2 39 oz - 
45.8 oz N/A N/A 9 x 9 No

Escali is committed to constant product improvement. Product features and specifications might have changed since printing this catalog.
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